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CoWriter SmartApplet Quick Start 
 
To Begin 

1. Turn on the AlphaSmart by pressing the on/off key. 
2. Press the applets key.  The cursor will be by the first choice (CoWriter with AlphaWord).  Press the enter 

key to select it.   
** The CoWriter SmartApplet allows you to switch back and forth between the CoWriter word prediction 
applet and the AlphaWord applet.  If you want to just use the AlphaSmart “normally”, you would need to press 
the applets button and choose the second option: AlphaWord v1.4 US. 
 

Using CoWriter SmartApplet 
1. CoWriterSmartApplet immediately tries to predict your first or next word by listing 6 possible choices.   

a. If the word you want is listed, press the number beside it to select it.  Alternately, you may use the 
up and down arrow keys to move a pointer (>) to indicate your word choice, and then select it 
using space bar or a punctuation mark to end a sentence.     

b. If the word you want is not listed, start typing it until Co-writer offers the correct word and then 
select the number beside it. 

2. Once you press a punctuation mark to end a sentence (. ! ?) or press the enter key, CoWriter automatically 
transfers and saves what you typed to an AlphaWord file.  You can edit the sentence there if you wish. 

a. While in an AlphaWord file, note the arrow in the bottom right corner.  This means that CoWriter 
is ready for your next sentence. Type the first letter and you are automatically switched back to the 
CoWriter word prediction screen.  

b. If you edit the sentence or if you turn the AlphaSmart off and on, you’ll see an asterisk in the 
bottom right corner, this means that CoWriter is in standby mode and it can be accessed by 
pressing tab or equals sign.  

3. If you wish to type a number and not have CoWriter select the word next to that number, or if you wish to 
type a punctuation without ending a sentence, (such as in a web address) you would enter “true keys” mode 
by pressing esc (by the space bar) then type the number or punctuation. You would then hit esc again to get 
back into CoWriter SmartApplet word prediction mode. 

4. Once you have completed writing in CoWriter, you can download the file directly to a printer or computer 
using either a cable or IR transfer into any text program. This includes programs such as word processors, 
or speech generation programs such as Write Out Loud.  

 
Other CoWriter SmartApplet Options 

1. While in CoWriter SmartApplet, pressing the home key will bring up a menu for other options: 
a. Number of Guesses--You can limit the number of guesses or predictions that CoWriter chooses, 

from 1 to 6.  Six is the default. 
b. Collected Words—This allows CoWriter to collect new words as you use them and draw from 

these words when generating guesses.  The default is on.  
c. Topic Dictionaries—You can select other dictionaries to be the active dictionary.  “none” or the 

generic dictionary is the default. 
d. Grammar—CoWriter uses a combination of statistics and grammatical positioning to guess your 

next word.  You would turn this off if you preferred purely statistical guesses over guesses which 
also take grammar into account. 

e. Predict Ahead— With this option on (the default), CoWriter predicts your next word before you 
even type the first letter. Turning this feature off means that CoWriter will not predict ahead until 
you type the first letter.   

2. CoWriter SmartApplet has 5 topic dictionaries (besides the default) preloaded. You can download and 
install onto the AlphaSmart additional topic dictionaries from Don Johnston’s website at 
www.donjohnston.com.   The AlphaSmart will accept no more than 5 at a time. 


